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This book includes the proceedings of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) 2008
Advanced Research Workshop (ARW). The goal of the meeting was to explore methods to
involve the community in the fight against terrorism in an effort to enhance its protection from
terrorist attacks and to establish a network between the participants for future collaborations.
The two main topics of this book are: (1) Defining the problem of terrorism and collective
community protection; why does terrorism exists and why do people join and/or support
extremist groups? (2) Counter-terrorism practices and their relation to the community; focused
on developing non-orthodox methods to combat terrorism. In other words, why communities
should be included in the fight against terrorism. This book should be seen as a guide for
policy makers and practitioners to gain a better understanding of how counter terrorism, as well
as many other applications, requires community support and involvement to the fullest extent
possible. Because the existing threat of terrorism is proof of the failed classical militaristic
approaches, the time has come to integrate our communities into the practice of fighting the
threat together.
The term homeland security hardly existed before September 11, 2001, yet today it dominates
public policy and the economic agendas of world governments. The transportation industries
have been subjected to unprecedented scrutiny and regulatory mandates in recent years, and
the port and maritime sector are no exception. Port Security Management refl
This text reference is a compilation of key governmental doctrine in the subject area of
homeland security. It is designed to provide an introductory foundation or framework necessary
for the understanding of principles, formulas, theories, and general opinions associated with
the United States Department of Homeland Security. It is intended to be the primary resource
for any introductory course in homeland security studies or an invaluable desk reference for
the security practitioner. This text reference is divided into two parts. The first section focuses
on the foundations of homeland security. The “what”, “why”, and “how” of homeland security
are the driving themes behind this segment. The second section concentrates on the functions
of homeland security. Administration, mission, adversaries, and preventative measures are all
included in the final part of this resource. In its entirety, the concept of homeland security is
wholly explored. Using materials compiled in this format allows the reader to gain a broad
understanding of the general concepts involved in homeland security, while focusing on
department or agency-specific models. In addition, the theories, practices, and terminology,
while specific to United States homeland security efforts, are sure to become industry and
world standards.
Since the attacks of 9/11, billions of dollars and countless resources have been committed and
expended in the attempt to make the nation more secure. Introduction to Homeland Security:
Second Edition is written by a team of homeland security and justice professionals on the
cutting edge of the field. The text is a comprehensive examination of current and future
challenges and explores how the United States has chosen to confront these threats with both
its military and civilian agencies. Topics include: A history of homeland security in the United
States The mission of the various agencies in the Department of Homeland Security and
Department of Defense The foundations of emergency management: mitigation/prevention,
preparedness, response, and recovery Inter-agency planning and cooperation and private
partnership A survey of the most significant natural disasters and accidents, explored through
case studies International and domestic terrorism and threat groups The impact of
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transportation and border security issues and the violence occurring in the Southwest
Globalization and the role of intelligence in homeland security Future challenges in the field of
homeland security Each chapter begins with objectives and ends with a summary, key terms,
and discussion questions. Ample references encourage further study and research. The book
is a premier text for criminal justice, homeland security, national security, and intelligence
programs in universities and an ideal reference for professionals as well as policy and research
institutes.
A Practical Introduction to Homeland Security and Emergency Management: From Home to
Abroad offers a comprehensive overview of the homeland security field, examining topics such
as counter-terrorism, border and infrastructure security, and emergency management. Authors
Bruce Newsome and Jack Jarmon take a holistic look at the issues and risks, their solutions,
controls, and countermeasures, and their political and policy implications. They also
demonstrate through cases and vignettes how various authorities, policymakers and
practitioners seek to improve homeland security. The authors evaluate the current practices
and policies of homeland security and emergency management and provide readers with the
analytical framework and skills necessary to improve these practices and policies.
The first comprehensive collection of readings on the topic, Introduction to Homeland Security
provides students with the most recent research and policy related to homeland security in the
United States. The text is divided into three parts. In Part 1, students become familiar with the
genesis and mission of the Department of Homeland Security. Part 2 addresses threats to
homeland security, and Part 3 explores responses to these threats. In addition to discussing
recent developments in homeland security, the anthology also gives historical perspective and
covers policy and operations. Appendices at the end of the text present information on initial
homeland security presidential directives, how the structure of government changed after the
creation of the Department of Homeland Security, the structure of the department,
communication networking, and the cybersecurity chain of command. Informed by expertise in
the areas of criminology and law enforcement, Introduction to Homeland Security gives
readers a firm understanding of this new area of study. The book can be used in courses on
law enforcement, criminal justice, criminology, political science, sociology, anthropology and
psychology.
Since the attacks of 9/11, billions of dollars and countless resources have been committed and
expended in the attempt to make the nation more secure. Introduction to Homeland Security:
Second Edition is written by a team of homeland security and justice professionals on the
cutting edge of the field. The text is a comprehensive examination of curr

Terrorism and Homeland Security: An Introduction with Applications provides a
comprehensive introduction to the problem of terrorism and to its solution,
Homeland Security. In addition to its extensive treatment of terrorism, the book
describes public and private sector counterterrorism as well as all hazards
emergency management. It presents national, state, and local perspectives and
up-to-date information, including the reorganization of the Department of
Homeland Security, the renewed Patriot Act, and intelligence reform. This book
covers a wide range of issues, including such topics as the effectiveness of
terrorism; weapons of mass destruction; privatization of counterterrorism; and
wars of globalization. Learning objectives and key terms outline chapter content
and highlight important topics. Scenarios are placed at the beginning of each
chapter to explain concepts and relate theory to practice. The book includes
Reality Check sections and critical thinking boxes to help the reader to formulate
alternative perspectives on issues and events in order to seek creative and
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improved solutions to problems. At the end of each chapter are discussion
questions that reinforce content and provide an opportunity for the reader to
review, synthesize, and debate the key issues; applications that use assessment
center and red team techniques to help the student develop analytical and
decision-making skills in the context of understanding the mindset and planning
processes of terrorist; and web links that provide direction for additional
resources, information, and research. This book's primary market are students
attending community college homeland security programs, as well as state,
federal, and private security training programs. Its secondary market are
professionals of the Department of Homeland Security and security professionals
belonging to ASIS. Learning objectives and key terms outline chapter content
and highlight important topics. Scenarios are placed at the beginning of each
chapter to explain concepts and relate theory to practice. "Reality Check"
sections and critical thinking boxes help the reader to formulate alternative
perspectives on issues and events in order to seek creative and improved
solutions to problems. Discussion questions at the end of each chapter reinforce
content and provide an opportunity for the reader to review, synthesize, and
debate the key issues. Web links at the end of each chapter provide direction for
additional resources, information, and research.
?????:?????????????????????????????????????????????????
Bullock, Haddow, and Coppola have set the standard for homeland security
textbooks, and they follow up best-selling third edition with this substantially
improved version. As with its predecessor, the book clearly delineates the
bedrock principles of preparing for, mitigating, managing, and recovering from
emergencies and disasters. However, this new edition emphasizes their value
with improved clarity and focus. What's more, it has been thoroughly revised to
include changes that are based on transformations relevant to the political,
budgetary, and legal aspects of homeland security that have changed since the
2008 Presidential election (and subsequent change in the administration). These
include: new chapters on intelligence and counterterrorism, border security,
transportation security, and cybersecurity; an expansion of material on the
organization of the Department of Homeland Security; strategic and philosophical
changes that are recommended and/or that have occurred as a result of the
Quadrennial Homeland Security Review completed in 2010; updated budgetary
information on both homeland security programs, and on the homeland security
grants that have supported safety and security actions at the state and local
levels, as well as in the private sector; and changes in the way the public
perceives and receives information about security risk, including the possible
elimination of the Homeland Security Advisory System. * New chapter that
focuses specifically on the border and transportation security missions * An
increased focus on cyber security and infrastructure security, both of which are
rapidly growing in importance in the homeland security field among officials at all
levels * A companion website that includes a full online Instructor's Guide and
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PowerPoint Lecture Slides.
Introduces readers to the world of homeland security and provides them with upto-date information on recent attacks, new terrorist threats, visible terrorist
organizations, current dilemmas, updated research, and best practices This book
provides comprehensive coverage of issues relating to terrorism, terrorist
behavior, homeland security policies, and emergency management. It offers a
foundation that spans the readily apparent chasm between the homeland security
and disaster communities, and covers the stages of emergency management
with a focus on terrorism prevention and response. Based on both the academic
literature and practical understanding, the book includes research findings,
covering theory and principles as well as their application. Introduction to
Homeland Security: Understanding Terrorism Prevention and Emergency
Management, Second Edition teaches how to define homeland security,
understand how it changed after 9/11, and explore its relationship with
emergency management; recognize the causes of terrorism and what prompts
people to engage in terrorist attacks; assess the trade-offs between security and
rights, and understand how terrorism exploits the tension between these two
priorities; work to prevent terrorist attacks through intelligence gathering, by
promoting laws that prohibit terrorism, and by protecting borders and various
sectors of society; prepare for a terrorist attack by creating an advisory council,
passing ordinances, acquiring monetary resources, and establishing an EOC;
effectively respond to a terrorist attack through the many functions involved,
including the protection of first responders and the decontamination of the
victims; recover from a terrorist attack through both short-term and long-term
measures; anticipate the current challenges faced in homeland security; and
comprehend the various types of attacks that might take place in the future. The
second edition: Covers the four traditional phases of emergency response, with a
focus on terrorism prevention and infrastructure protection Includes new content
such as recent domestic and international terrorist attacks including the attacks in
Paris and Boston Has a strong "practitioner" approach and draws upon a solid
foundation of academic literature in the field Discusses the roles and
responsibilities of government agencies, non-government organizations, and
individual citizens Introduction to Homeland Security is an excellent book for all
scholars, students, and practitioners interested or involved in homeland security
and emergency management.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed
by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized
modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective
solutions, and future directions in the field of information science and
technology"--Provided by publisher.
This book is the complete guide to understanding the structure of homeland
security – its underlying law and policy. Created from a broad and in depth, yet
edited collection of statutes, policy papers, presidential directives, and other
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documents, it cultivates a detailed understanding of the foundations of homeland
security. It is arranged in a topic-by-topic format structured to include only the
documents and statues that affect a particular subject, making for much easier
understanding. Thus, the chapter on FEMA contains only the portions of the
statutes and other documents that relate to FEMA. There are twenty-five topic
areas. It contains hundreds of end notes, references, and suggestions for further
study. This book offers important legal guidance that students, law enforcement
officers, lawyers, and other homeland security professionals need to accurately
interpret, understand, and apply homeland security policy. The Introduction
provides an in-depth overview of the subject of homeland security and includes a
discussion of what is homeland security, definitions of homeland security and
terrorism, what is homeland security law, its development, and what is a
homeland security curriculum. There are contributing chapters about homeland
security in Europe, and homeland security in China and Japan.
Since formed in 2002, DHS has been at the forefront of determining and
furthering some of the most hotly debated security issues facing the U.S. and
global community in the 21st century. Nearly 200 university programs with
undergrad and graduate majors have cropped up in the last dozen-plus years
with limited resources available to teach from. Homeland Security, Third Edition
will continue to serve as the core textbook covering the fundamental history,
formation, oversight, and reach of DHS currently. The book is fully updated with
new laws, regulations and strategies across intelligence, transportation sectors,
emergency management, border security, public utilities and public health.
Introduction to Homeland Security, Third Edition provides the latest
developments in the policy and operations of domestic security efforts of the
agencies under the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. This includes the
FBI, Secret Service, FEMA, the Coast Guard, TSA and numerous other federal
agencies responsible for critical intelligence, emergency response, and the safety
and security of U.S. citizens at home and abroad. Changes in DHS and domestic
security are presented from pre-September 11, 2001 days, to include the
formation of DHS under President George W. Bush, all the way through to the
current administration. Through this, the many transformative events are looked
at through the lens of DHS's original establishment, and the frequent changes to
the various agencies, organization, reporting structure, funding, and policies that
have occurred since. This new edition is completely updated and includes
coverage of topics relevant to homeland security operations not covered in any
other text currently available. This includes highlighting the geopolitical context
and the nature of global terrorism--and their implications--specifically as they
relate to threats to the United States. Partnerships and collaboration with global
allies are highlighted in the context of their relevance to international trade,
domestic policies, training, and security. The book ends with a look at emerging
threats and potential new, creative solutions--and initiatives in-process within the
government--to respond to and address such threats. Key Features: Explores the
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history and formation of the Department of Homeland Security, recent
developments, as well as the role and core missions of core agencies within DHS
Outlines man-made threats, intelligence challenges, and intra-agency
communication, planning, and operations Looks critically at the role of
geopolitical dynamics, key international allies, and their influence on domestic
policy and decision-making Covers the latest developments in programs,
legislation, and policy relative to all transportation and border security issues
Examines current issues and emerging global threats associated with extremism
and terrorism Addresses natural and man-made disasters and the emergency
management cycle in preparing for, mitigating against, responding to, and
recovering from such events Introduction to Homeland Security, Third Edition
remains the premier textbook for criminal justice, homeland security, national
security, and intelligence programs in universities and an ideal reference for
professionals as well as policy and research institutes.
Transportation is the lifeline of any nation, connecting people, supporting the
economy, and facilitating the delivery of vital goods and services. The 9/11
attacks—and other attacks on surface transportation assets, including the
bombings in Madrid, London, Moscow, and Mumbai—demonstrate the
vulnerability of the open systems to disruption and the consequences of the
attacks on people, property, and the economy. Now more than ever, it has
become imperative for businesses operating in the transportation and transit
sectors to develop comprehensive security programs accounting for both natural
and man-made hazards and safeguarding people, places, and equipment—while
at the same time ensuring operations continuity. Providing transportation
managers with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively manage the
security of transportation assets, Introduction to Transportation Security
examines: Basic theories of security and emergency management The integrated
nature of the nation’s critical infrastructure and the threats to transportation in
each surface mode Federal agencies working in emergency management and
transportation security and their intelligence and response requirements and
capabilities The types of disasters that have occurred in the U.S. and selected
nations, and their significant economic impacts Cost-beneficial security strategies
aimed at preventing catastrophic failures in each transportation mode Effective
methods for organizing, testing, and evaluating transportation security across
modes and professions The book covers all transportation modes and their
interconnectivity—including highway, air cargo, freight and passenger rail, transit,
and maritime. It presents learning objectives and discussion questions to test
assimilation of the material and case studies to facilitate a practical
understanding of the concepts. Introduction to Transportation Security provides
essential information for students in transportation management programs and
professionals charged with safeguarding the movement of assets within our
interconnected transportation network.
Readers need to be aware more than ever before of the increased number of
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threats this country faces. Introduction to Homeland Security: Understanding
Terrorism with an Emergency Management Perspective provides important and
up-to-date information about terrorism, terrorist behavior, homeland security
policies and dilemmas, and how to deal effectively with threats and the
consequences of attacks. This book provides a foundation that spans the readily
apparent chasm between the disaster and homeland security communities. Its
focus on terrorism may help to educate those who do not yet understand the
need to prepare for this significant threat. Its concentration on emergency
management will remind homeland security officials that reinventing of the wheel
is not only unnecessary, but problematic. Introduction to Homeland Security will
be useful to scholars, students, and practitioners interested or involved in
homeland security and emergency management.
Homeland Security: The Essentials, Second Edition concisely outlines the risks
facing the US today and the structures we have put in place to deal with them.
The authors expertly delineate the bedrock principles of preparing for, mitigating,
managing, and recovering from emergencies and disasters. From cyberwarfare,
to devastating tornados, to car bombs, all hazards currently fall within the purview
of the Department of Homeland Security, yet the federal role must be closely
aligned with the work of partners in the private sector. The book lays a solid
foundation for the study of present and future threats to our communities and to
national security, also challenging readers to imagine more effective ways to
manage these risks. Highlights and expands on key content from the bestselling
book Introduction to Homeland Security Concisely delineates the bedrock
principles of preparing for, mitigating, managing, and recovering from
emergencies and disasters Provides coverage of the Boston Marathon bombing
Explains the border security, immigration, and intelligence functions in detail
Analyzes the NIST Cybersecurity Framework for critical infrastructure protection
Explores the emergence of social media as a tool for reporting on homeland
security issues
Suitable for undergraduate students entering the field of Homeland Security, and
for Criminal Justice students studying their role in a post-9/11 world, Introduction
to Homeland Security is a comprehensive but accessible text designed for
students seeking a thorough overview of the policies, administrations, and
organizations that fall under Homeland Security. It grounds students in the basic
issues of homeland security, the history and context of the field, and what the
future of the field might hold. Students will come away with a solid understanding
of the central issues surrounding Homeland Security, including policy concepts
as well as political and legal responses to Homeland Security.
After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and with the establishment of
the Department of Homeland Security, the academic field of homeland security
has grown exponentially. Today's students want to have a better understanding
of the threats facing the United States, and what can be done to prevent future
harm. Designed for the undergraduate introductory homeland security course,
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Homeland Security: Policy, Organization, and Administration is a comprehensive,
yet easily understandable text for students seeking more knowledge about the
field. It provides readers with the basic foundations and the current issues
surrounding homeland security, as well as a look into the future of the discipline.
Introduction to Homeland SecurityUnderstanding Terrorism Prevention and
Emergency ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed on demand.
Written by renowned experts, Introduction to Homeland Security, Sixth Edition, informs users
about the concepts and bedrock principles of homeland security. Readers will gain a solid
appreciation of the broad range of topics that fall within the expanse of the homeland security
umbrella and understand how and why they are so closely interconnected. The text will also
provide an overview of the evolutionary process behind modern homeland security structures,
which helps users to understand why certain functions exist and how they contribute to
national and local security efforts. Unlike most books that focus solely on terrorism, this text
covers an expansive range of homeland security topics including all-hazards emergency
management, cybersecurity, border and transportation security, immigration and customs
enforcement, and others. . Updated material to cover new developments in the field such as
increased terror attacks, cybersecurity safeguards, and administrative changes . Balanced
account of homeland security in all of its aspects . Authoritative voices from content experts .
Critical thinking exercises included for each topic
"This textbook will deliver a comprehensive, systematic introduction to homeland security
today, including its conceptual foundations, legal underpinnings, historical evolution,
constituent federal agencies, emerging technologies, and linkages to businesses, non-profits,
civic groups, and individual citizens. Throughout the course of the book, particular emphasis
will be placed on three paradigm shifts in homeland security: the new role of so-called "big
data" analytics for risk assessment in homeland security decision-making; emerging
understandings of the "homeland security enterprise," a term used by practitioners to describe
whole-of-government efforts to manage natural and man-made threats; and the growing
recognition of how international affairs can influence and shape domestic security
considerations. The authors are all experts in homeland security and have published widely on
the subject. In addition, the authors bring to bear on this project a compelling blend of
academic and practitioner experience that will help this book to stand out among its
competitors in the marketplace. Two of the authors (Busch and Givens) co-authored the 2014
book The Business of Counterterrorism: Public-Private Partnerships in Homeland Security.
Alan Bers in has worked at the highest levels of the federal government, most recently as
Assistant Secretary of International Affairs and Chief Diplomatic Officer at the OHS, and
previously as Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection. Their combined expertise
means that this project will benefit from both a rigorous scholarly approach and a compelling
first-hand view of the federal government's inner workings from a former senior leader in the
OHS. This project can be distinguished from other comparable textbooks, including those that
focus upon specific sub-fields of homeland security. Some of these books offer introductions to
homeland security but include little in the way of unifying themes or trends transcending the
sub-fields of homeland security. Other books address specific problems in homeland security,
such as terrorism or emergency management, and use these problems as starting points for
broader discussions of government organizations involved in homeland security"-The United States Department of Homeland Security: An Overview, 2Eis the single source to
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help you understand the Department of Homeland Security. It provides a comprehensive
overview of the Department's history, mission, organization, and programs designed to reduce
America's vulnerability to attack and quickly recover from disaster. Learn about: The Terrorist
Threat Natural Disasters Homeland Security Strategy Intelligence & Warning Critical
Infrastructure Protection Border and Transportation Security Domestic Counterterrorism
Emergency Preparedness & Response Defending Against Catastrophic Threats First
Responders State & Local Fusion Centers The National Guard Homeland Security's Past
Homeland Security's Future This book takes a strategic look at the Department of Homeland
Security and answers the key questions: “what is DHS?”, “why do we need it?”, and “how
does it protect America?”.
INTRODUCTION TO HOMELAND SECURITY was the first book to provide practitioners,
educators, and students with a comprehensive account of the original and ongoing
developments in the Department of Homeland Security’s reorganization, as well as the
practices, policies and programs enacted in relation to the government restructure. The new
edition continues to prove the standard in providing the latest information on the developments
in national security in the context of DHS. Continuing in the tradition of the first edition, the
book recounts US Government and private sector actions taken since 9/11 in the areas of
legislation, government organization, communications, technology, and emergency
management practices. It is packed with reference sections, notations directing the reader to
relevant publications and websites, and contributions from media reports or experts. Case
studies provide insightful guidance for security managers having to deal effectively with similar
situations. The US Senate recently passed a $31.8 billion Homeland Security spending bill and
universities are continually adding homeland security programs Current edition has sold over
2,500 copies in less than one year Includes an up-to-date, complete and comprehensive
contact list of Federal and State government homeland security offices and officials
Sea and freshwater ports are a key component of critical infrastructure and essential for
maintaining global and domestic economies. In order to effectively secure a dynamic port
facility operation, one must understand the business of maritime commerce. Following in the
tradition of its bestselling predecessor, Port Security Management, Second Edition continues
to supply readers with this understanding. This fully updated edition covers the latest in
continuously changing legislation regarding federal mandates, securing vessels, cargo
security, and granting employee credentials. Focusing on best practices, it details real-world
solutions that law enforcement authorities and security management professionals can put to
use immediately. Assuming little prior knowledge of the industry, the book examines port
security in the context of global transportation systems. It supplies practitioners and educators
with a framework for managing port security and details risk assessment and physical security
best practices for securing ships and ports. The book explains how the various stakeholders,
including port management, security, government, and private industry, can collaborate to
develop safe and secure best practices while maintaining efficient operations. Addressing the
legislative measures, regulatory issues, and logistical aspects of port security, the book
includes coverage of cruise ships, cargo security, CT-PAT, and emergency operations.
Complete with a new chapter on intelligence, this book is ideal for anyone with a vested
interest in secure and prosperous port facilities who wants to truly understand how to best
tackle the management of port security.
This text provides students with a practical introduction to the concepts, structure, politics, law,
hazards, threats, and practices of homeland security everywhere, focusing on US “homeland
security,” Canadian “public safety,” and European “domestic security.” It is a conceptual and
practical textbook, not a theoretical work. It is focused on the knowledge and skills that will
allow the reader to understand how homeland security is and should be practiced.
Globalization, population growth, migration, technology, aging infrastructure, and the simple
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trend to higher expectations are making homeland security more challenging. Yes, homeland
security really is a global problem. The hyperconnectivity of today’s world has reduced the
capacity of the United States to act unilaterally or to solve homeland risks from within the
borders alone. Newsome and Jarmon explain the relevant concepts, the structural authorities
and responsibilities that policymakers struggle with and within which practitioners must work,
the processes that practitioners and professionals choose between or are obliged to use, the
actual activities, and the end-states and outputs of these activities. Moreover, this book
presents the concept of homeland security as an evolving experience rather than an artifact of
life since 2001. It is a profession that requires some forming from the ground up as well as the
top down.
Gus Martin’s Understanding Homeland Security provides students with a comprehensive
introduction to U.S. homeland security in the modern world, with a focus on the postSeptember 11, 2001 era. This insightful resource examines the theories, agency missions,
laws, and regulations governing the homeland security enterprise through the lens of threat
scenarios and countermeasures related to terrorism, natural disasters, emergency
management, cyber security, and much more. The Third Edition keeps readers on the forefront
of homeland security with coverage of cutting-edge topics, such as the role of FEMA and
preparedness planning; the role of civil liberty and countering extremism through reform; and
hackings during the 2016 and 2018 U.S. elections. Readers will gain much-needed insight into
the complex nature of issues surrounding today’s homeland security and learn to think
critically to analyze and respond to various threat environments. INSTRUCTORS:
Understanding Homeland Security is accompanied by SAGE edge for instructors and students,
which includes access to SAGE Premium Video! Learn More
Homeland security is a massive enterprise that gets larger by the moment. What was once
mostly a TSA/aviation concern has evolved into a multidimensional operation covering a broad
array of disciplines. These include critical infrastructure protection, border security,
transportation security, intelligence and counterterrorism, emergency management,
immigration and naturalization, and public health. Homeland Security: An Introduction to
Principles and Practice, Second Edition provides students and practitioners alike with the latest
developments on the makeup, organization, and strategic mission of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). This new edition is fully updated with new laws, regulations, and
strategies that reflect changes and developments over the last several years. The book offers
unique insights into the various roles of multi-jurisdictional agencies and stakeholders at all
levels of government—including law enforcement, the military, the intelligence community,
emergency managers, and the private sector. Coverage includes: The history of security
threats in the American experience, the events leading up to 9/11, and the formation and
evolution of the DHS The legal basis and foundation for the DHS The nature of risk and threat
Training and preparatory exercises for homeland security professionals How states and
localities can work compatibly with federal policy makers Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) in both the pre- and post-9/11 and post-Katrina world The agencies and
entities entrusted with intelligence analysis Issues surrounding border security, immigration,
and U.S. citizenship Homeland security practice in the airline, maritime, and mass transit
industries—including national, regional, and local rail systems The interplay between public
health and homeland security Each chapter contains extensive pedagogy, including learning
objectives, informative sidebars, chapter summaries, end-of-chapter questions, web links, and
references to aid in comprehension and retention. Homeland Security: An Introduction to
Principles and Practice, Second Edition is the only book to provide an objective, balanced
perspective on each of the core components that comprise the DHS’s mission and the
priorities and challenges that federal and state government agencies continue to face.
"Introduction to Homeland Security" provides educators, students, and practitioners with a
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comprehensive account of past and current homeland security reorganization and practices,
policies and programs in relation to the government restructure. The structure of each chapter
will remain consistent throughout the text and will be designed to accommodate useful
pedagogical elements such as learning objectives for each chapter; definitions of the terms
used in homeland security, a comprehensive contact list of Federal and State government
homeland security offices and officials; case studies of past domestic terrorism events such as
the World Trade Center, the Pentagon attack, the Oklahoma City bombing, the anthrax crisis
and the Washington, DC sniper attacks; and an Instructor Guide complete with chapter
summaries, exam questions and discussion topics. Color throughout will enhance these
elements In addition the book will provide an historic context for current homeland security
activities. It will document past domestic terrorism events including the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing and the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing and focus principally on the September
11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. The book will recount
government and private sector actions taken in the aftermath of 9/11 in the areas of legislation,
government organization, communications, technology, and emergency management
practices. Case studies and best practices will be included as well as a comprehensive
glossary of homeland security terms and acronyms. - Current organizational structure and
responsibilities of the new Department of Homeland Security. - Case Studies of past domestic
terrorism events such as the World Trade Center, the Pentagon attack, the Oklahoma City
bombing, the anthrax crisis and the Washington, DC sniper attacks. - Comprehensive contact
list of Federal and State government homeland security offices and officials.
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